DNA microarray technology for the microbiologist: an overview.
DNA microarrays have found widespread use as a flexible tool to investigate bacterial metabolism. Their main advantage is the comprehensive data they produce on the transcriptional response of the whole genome to an environmental or genetic stimulus. This allows the microbiologist to monitor metabolism and to define stimulons and regulons. Other fields of application are the identification of microorganisms or the comparison of genomes. The importance of this technology increases with the number of sequenced genomes and the falling prices for equipment and oligonucleotides. Knowledge of DNA microarrays is of rising relevance for many areas in microbiological research. Much literature has been published on various specific aspects of this technique that can be daunting to the casual user and beginner. This article offers a comprehensive outline of microarray technology for transcription analysis in microbiology. It shortly discusses the types of DNA microarrays available, the printing of custom arrays, common labeling strategies for targets, hybridization, scanning, normalization, and clustering of expression data.